


More than 800 participants attended The State of the Union 2019, the ninth edition 
of the annual conference organised by the European University Institute, which was 
held 2-4 May at Villa Salviati and Palazzo Vecchio. This year’s theme, “21st-Century 
Democracy in Europe,” encouraged high-level reflection on such issues as the rule of 
law, intergenerational inequalities, the Single Market, and disinformation in elections – 
all critical topics that led up to the European elections later the same month.

The schedule featured 87 prominent speakers, including Klaus Iohannis, President of 
Romania, Giuseppe Conte, Prime Minister of Italy, Enzo Moavero Milanesi, Minister for 
Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation, Italy, Jean-Yves Le Drian, Minister of 
Europe and Foreign Affairs, France, Vĕra Jourová, Commissioner for Justice, Consumers 
and Gender Equality, European Commission, and Cecilia Malmström, Commissioner for 
Trade, European Commission, Hans Dahlgren, Minister for EU Affairs, Sweden, Riina 
Sikkut, Minister of Health and Labour, Republic of Estonia, and Ana Paula Zacarias, 
Secretary of State for European Affairs, Portugal.

Also among the distinguished visitors were Ska Keller, Frans Timmermans, Guy 
Verhofstadt, and Manfred Weber, four lead candidates for the position of European 
Commission President, who faced off in a Spitzenkandidaten Debate. The debate, like 
the rest of the programme, was livestreamed, making the content available to viewers 
worldwide. To date, the debate video has received almost 12,000 views. 

Interest was strong among local, national and international press. Including 
representatives from the four outlets that served as knowledge partners of the conference 
– ANSA, El País, The Financial Times, and Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung - there 
were 150 national and international registered journalists. EUI’s social media 
accounts helped heighten awareness, in particular through Twitter where the number 
of impressions doubled from last year.

The State of the Union concluded with an Open Day at Villa Salviati, which welcomed 
a record crowd of almost 5,000 to the property – home to the Historical Archives of 
the European Union -- for tours, concerts, dancing, children’s activities, and food 
samples. The Open Day was also part of the accompanying 10-day Festival d’Europa, 
which organized another 34 events around Florence. These discussions, roundtables, 
performances, exhibits and more were open to the general public, and engaged a total 
of more than 14,000 participants.
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Scientific Committee

Stefano Cappiello
Director General, Directorate “Legal 
Affairs – Banking and Financial Sys-
tem”, Italian Ministry of Economy 
and Finance

Madeleine de Cock Buning
Part-time Professor, School of 
Transnational Governance, EUI

The Scientific Committee is formed of influential experts and academics from within 
the EUI community. Drawing on their expertise and the expertise of the EUI, the Com-
mittee designs the content of the conference and invites the speakers focusing on 
topical issues and ensuring the discussions are both engaging and accessible to all.

Scientific Committee

Renaud Dehousse
President, EUI

Vincenzo Grassi
Secretary General, EUI

Gábor Halmai
Professor of Comparative Constitu-
tional Law and Director of Graduate 
Studies (Law Department), EUI

Juho Härkönen
Professor of Sociology, EUI

Andrea Ichino
Professor of Econometrics, EUI

Marco Incerti
Director of the Communications 
Service, EUI

Brigid Laffan
Director and Professor at the Rob-
ert Schuman Centre for Advanced 
Studies, EUI

Joanna Wawrzyniak
Part-time Professor of History of 
20th-century Central and Eastern 
Europe, EUI
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21st - Century Democracy in Europe

Programme

The 2019 edition had a special emphasis on “21st-Century Democracy in Europe”, a 
theme of particular relevance in the run-up to the European elections held at the end 
of May 2019. Participants therefore debated and reflected on the democratic func-
tioning of the European Union, its member states, and their capacity to respond to the 
aspirations and needs of future generations. 30 years on, we also assessed the signif-
icance of the democratic transition in Eastern Europe. This edition also featured a de-
bate amongst the candidates for the position of president of the European Commission, 
“Spitzenkandidaten”, broadcast across the continent.

Among the topics of this edition:

Democracy and the European elections;

The rule of law and the legal powers of the EU;

Disinformation and fake news;

30 years since the start of the democratic transition in Eastern Europe;

Democratic legitimacy of immigration policies;

Youth, a European Union fit for the next generation;

Trust in the Single Market for banking and finance;

Democratising the EU’s external action;

Global Governance trends to 2030.

All sessions were live-streamed and uploaded to the EUI’s YouTube channel on the same day.
Photos of all of the conference’s proceedings were also uploaded to the website in real-time. The 
conference days were:

Thursday 2 May Conference at Villa Salviati, EUI
Friday 3 May Conference at Palazzo Vecchio, Florence City Council
Saturday 4 May Open Day at Villa Salviati, EUI

Programme
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Speakers gathered in Florence from all over Europe and beyond, representing aca-
demia, national and EU institutions, civil society, the private sector and the international 
press, to discuss “21st-Century Democracy in Europe”. 

Select sessions highlighted the work of conference partners. These included the Voting 
Advice Application euandi2019, designed to help users determine which political party 
platforms align with their views, YouGov, which collaborated with EUI Professors to poll 
European citizens on 21st-Century Democracy, and GlobalStat, which provided a data 
dossier probing relevant trends.

87 expert speakers

9 plenary sessions14 parallel sessions

Speakers

Speakers
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On the evening of Thursday 2 May 2019, all 
eyes turned to Villa Salviati’s Sala del Consiglio 
for the eagerly-awaited Spitzenkandidaten 
Debate, which featured Ska Keller, European 
Green Party, Frans Timmermans, Party of Eu-
ropean Socialists, Guy Verhofstadt, Alliance of 
Liberals and Democrats for Europe, and Man-
fred Weber, European People’s Party. Modera-
tor Martin Sandbu, European Economics Com-
mentator for the Financial Times, led a spirited 
discussion that including questions from the 
EUI’s very own researchers and had a focus on 
five topics:

• Migration policy
• Socio-economic policies
• Climate Change and Sustainability
• Security
• EU Foreign Policy EU governance

 
The YouTube video of the debate has received 
almost 12,000 views and counting. The debate 
was co-hosted by the EUI and the Financial 
Times who promoted the event in articles writ-
ten before and after receiving almost 40,000 
views in total.

Spitzenkandidaten
Debate
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The EUI’s GlobalStat project which offers a database of publicly 
available information on developments in a globalised world took 
this year’s theme of 21st-Century Democracy in Europe and its 
respective topics to give a ‘beyond the GDP perspective’. In close 
cooperation with various partners, this year GlobalStat created 
both a data dossier and an informative three-minute video on the 
topics of The State of the Union 2019.

Voting Advice, Surveys and Data
In light of this year’s theme “21st-Century Democracy in Europe”, three of our 
partners put their expertise to work in order to contribute to discussions through 
applications, surveys and statistics.

Voting Advice, Surveys and Data

Given 2019 is a European election year, the euandi2019 project, 
which is a large-scale Voting Advice Application (VAA) collaborative 
endeavour co-created by the EUI, had a siginificant presence at 
the conference. In addition to a dedicated parallel session which 
discussed the impact of ICTs such as VAAs on political behaviour 
and turnout, euandi2019 also held a press conference and had 
information stations at the conference to promote and demostrate 
the application and feed discussions on the topic.

Once again the EUI continued its partnership with YouGov to 
discover what Europeans think about 21st-Century Democracy. In 
collaboration with EUI Professors, YouGov polled almost 12,000 
European citizens in 12 countries: Denmark, Finland, France, 
Germany, Greece, Italy, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Spain, 
Sweden and the United Kingdom. Furthermore, in addition to a 
parallel session on basic income, YouGov developed a dedicated 
set of survey questions to understand more directly views on this 
emerging phenomenon, particulary in countries such as Finland 
and Italy where the concept is being implemented.
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Advertising - Print
Visibility for The State of the Union was elevated in the weeks leading up to the event 
through a combined print and online advertising campaign. This included a total of 
14 print adverts distributed across Europe and beyond in 3 languages through our 
Knowledge Partners. This is a record number for the conference with 4 more than in 
2018.  

Advertising

4 half-page

5 quarter-page and 1 junior page

4 third-page
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ARTS

Peter
Polycarpou
and Kelsey
Grammer
in ‘Man of
LaMancha’

AndrewDickson

Man of La Mancha is a mystery. A loose
adaptation of Miguel de Cervantes’sDon
Quixote, the musical has been an Ameri-
can workhorse since it first trotted on to
Broadway in 1965, inspiring numerous
revivals and who knows how many high
schoolstagings.

Yet in Britain the show is barely
known,andhasn’t beenseen intheWest
End for half a century (a recent RSC ver-
sion of the novel had more success). To
put it in terms its creators, the play-
wright Dale Wasserman and the some-
time ad-jingle composer Mitch Leigh,
mighthaveemployed:whatgives?

It is, admittedly, a tough elevator
pitch. A TV play that evolved into a
musical (WH Auden wrote the original
lyrics, only for the producers to ditch
him and hire Broadway pro Joe Darion),
it is based on the conceit that we’re
watching Cervantes in prison, awaiting
trial from the Inquisition. To pass the
time, it is resolved that he will give fel-
low prisoners a dramatic rendition of
hisnovelisticmasterpiece.

The author himself takes on the role
of Don Quixote, a bombastic country
squire who has convinced himself that
he is a medieval knight. Cellmates
gamely join in. By the time the Don
bursts into the musical’s lung-busting
signature number, “The Impossible
Dream”,whichhasbeencroonedbyeve-
ryone from Sinatra to Susan Boyle, the
idea is that we’re all along on his quest to
find gallantry and nobility in a world

that appears to have abandoned them.
Even in an era of high-concept musi-

cals such asHamilton andHadestown, it
is hard to make a case for the piece.
This creaking, effortful production,
mounted in collaboration with English
National Opera, doesn’t help. Though
the Don Quixote sections are done in
16th-century costume, director Lonny
Price and designer James Noone place
the rest of the action in an all-purpose
contemporary fascist state (scowling
guards in black body armour and
leathergreatcoatsbytheyard).

The prison appears, perplexingly, to
be a bombed-out museum; the set is
dominated by a vast moving staircase
that might once have served in Strictly
Come Dancing. The cavernous Coliseum
is so poorly mic’d that it’s often a strain
toheardialogue.

Things aren’t much more convincing
in the personnel department. As Don
Quixote, Kelsey Grammer harrumphs
effectively, but doesn’t hint at the
wistful tragedy of a man who has cast

himself in a role he can’t possibly fulfil.
His “Impossible Dream” is, if not quite
impossible, more park-and-bark than
transcendentemotionalhighpoint.

Alongside him, the operatic soprano
Danielle de Niese, cast as the serving
wench-cum-love-interest Aldonza,
smoulders well, but can’t find the right
strain of girlish or vocal vulnerability.
Nicholas Lyndhurst, as a moon-faced
innkeeper, looks consistently befud-
dled. It isn’tclear if this isacting.

Things aren’t a washout. David White
conducts with pep and zip, and though
the score contains more Hispanic
clichés than an episode ofFawltyTowers,
the orchestra sounds terrific. Rebecca
Howells’ choreography is spirited — and
excellently danced — and the support-
ing cast do their best with thin material,
particularly Peter Polycarpou as a saga-
cious Sancho Panza. But these are grim
times for ENO, which makes you won-
derwhyit is tiltingatwindmills.

ToJune8,eno.org

Musical knight at theoperahouse
THEATRE

Man of LaMancha
Coliseum, London
aaeee

A t 30, former actor Brady
Corbet is already releasing
his second film as a direc-
tor, Vox Lux. The movie is
itself the story of a wunder-

kind — a teenage pop queen named
Celeste Montgomery. A certain fixation
may be apparent. Corbet’s debut, The
Childhood of a Leader, dealt with the
early life of a future tyrant in 1919. Now,
he hurtles through time for another
close-up of child stardom, heavy with
glitterandcocksureself-confidence.

A dark prelude unfolds in 1999 — a
high school shooting. The setting is
StatenIsland,but themodel isobviously
Columbine, a horror in which the 13-
year-old Celeste (Raffey Cassidy) is
wounded. She writes a requiem from
her hospital bed with her gifted sister
Ellie(StacyMartin),whichisperformed
at the candlelit memorial — from where
it becomes a chart sensation, grabbing
the attentions of a music business still in
thefattedheydayofphysicalmedia.

If all this risks tastelessness, it also
feels naggingly plausible. As she takes
on a sleazeball manager (Jude Law),
something in Celeste begins to whirr,
driving her towards dance routines, fit-
ness regimes and a Faustian pact with
global fame. To Corbet’s credit, the film
takes pop seriously. Celeste’s songs are
actually the work of the acclaimed writ-
er-producer Sia — juxtaposed with a
majestically doomy score by the late
Scott Walker, lending a nightmare qual-
ity to looming shots of Manhattan archi-
tecture. The look of things matters.
Rightly so. Pop, after all, is a world of
dazzling surfaces. And where would we
be without enfants terribles determined
tostrut theirstuff?

“That’s what I love about pop music,”
Celeste remarks. “I don’t want people to
think too hard.” It’s a giveaway line in a
film that would like you to know it has
thought very hard indeed about many
subjects — terrorism, mass entertain-
ment, the American psyche, all raised
with the absolute conviction they will
never have been so provocatively han-
dled before. Older viewers may in fact
be reminded of the novels of Don
DeLillo or the better films of Lars von

Trier, but Corbet didn’t get this far car-
ingwhatolderviewers think.

And Vox Lux does what good pop
songs do — it shushes your doubts and
quickens your pulse. The delirium
cranks higher with the arrival of Natalie
PortmanasanolderCeleste.Aswithany
star entrance, we are made to wait, Port-
man only careering on to screen for the
film’s second half after a sudden cut
from 2001 to 2017, her performance
everybitasoutsizeasCorbet’sdirection.
Now Celeste is glitzily resplendent but
ruined under the make-up, pickled by
drink, pills and scandal. If the 21st cen-
tury has not been kind to pop stars,

Corbet suggests, it has not been kind,
full stop. The movie goes out dancing
anyway. You may find yourself dis-
creetly joining in.

Given the size of his cultural foot-
print, thewonderof thebiopicTolkien is
that it took until now to appear. One
hint as to why is that the film comes
without the authorisation of the family
estate, although anyone hoping for sala-
cious revelation will end up disap-
pointed. Which brings us to the other
problem — that even the most zealous
fan would struggle to find the drama in
much of a life famously devoted to don-
nish routine. It does not bode well when
the last words of a pivotal character are:
“Didyougetmystamps?”

So the film cannily focuses on the
earlyyearsof its subject, finding inthem
three grand narratives — love with
sweetheart Edith Bratt (Lily Collins),
the trauma of the first world war, and
the creative origin story that eventually
leadstoHobbits.

If those influences are various —
Norse sagas, Chaucer, Wagner — it
makes sense that the movie too would
be a mishmash ofDavidCopperfield,Tom
Brown’s School Days and Testament of
Youth,withadustingofCitizenKane.The
Rosebud is Birmingham, the young JRR
— played first by Harry Gilby and later
NicholasHoult—dispatchedtotheWest
Midlands after his father’s death, mired
thereafter in relative poverty. But there
is Edith, and a scholarship to private

school that allows him deep friendships
— you might say fellowships — which
endure into Oxford. Then comes the
abyssof theSomme.

Director Dome Karukoski wisely
understates the line from that carnage
to orc-filled battlefields, even if the fine
actor Craig Roberts is cast as a working
class proto-Bilbo guiding Tolkien
through the trenches. The power lies in
foreshadowing — the most potent scene
in the film sees the college quad erupt in
slo-mo glee at the announcement of
war. The hiccup is Tolkien himself, his
tendency to the inward not helped by
Hoult being 10 years too old to play a
boysittingentranceexams.PrewarEng-
land is a cakeshop Arcadia — the light-
ingpermanentlyset todapple.

Long Shot, the new comedy from
director Jonathan Levine, might have
been a simple romcom with a twist: a
hairy male schlub somehow bagging an
improbably flawless partner, as per the
casting of co-stars Seth Rogen and Char-
lize Theron. Not so fast. Rogen is Fred
Flarsky — an average Brooklyn man-
boyinretrosportswear,butalsoa loudly
anti-corporate political journalist.
Theron, meanwhile, is Charlotte Field, a
principled secretary of state in a US
administration led by an actor elected
on the back of playing the president in a
TV show. (Sadly, the comic effect here
has already been diluted by Ukrainian
voters doing exactly this last month.
Satireneedstomovefast thesedays.)

With Field circling a presidential run
and Flarsky hired to punch up her
speeches, Levine makes a stab at mod-
ern screwball. But while Theron is a
trouper and a deft enough comic actor
to keep the set-up ticking, the film is
more assured with pratfalls and tan-
gents than a romance that only ever
convinces as a slightly odd fantasy for
soft-centredBernieSanders fans.

It would be easy to see the Icelandic
film Woman at War as mere light-
hearted quirk. It is a fact that in certain
scenes the camera will pivot and we will
see that the musicians on the sound-
track are there in shot, clattering and
honking behind the actors on sousa-
phone, drums and accordion. But the
film has another register too — one of
unsettling gravity. The challenge direc-
tor Benedikt Erlingsson sets us is to deal
with two realities at once, much as his
heroine does. Her name is Halla (Hall-
dora Geirharosdottir) and we meet her
in an act of lone environmental protest,
out in the country sabotaging power
lines and plunging a nearby aluminium
smelter into blackout. Making her
escape, she returns to Reykjavik and a
double life of choir practice and tai chi
beneathprintsofGandhiandMandela.

Then the phone rings — and an unfa-
miliar voice tells her the adoption appli-
cation she made four years ago has just
now been accepted, a pending child
dropped into her life as if by a cartoon
stork. But her campaign is unfinished,
the smelter just one climate affront
among so many, the fluster of the
authorities hardening in response. Hol-
lywood would make it a thriller; Erlings-
son keeps his politics as teasingly agnos-
tic as his tone, his Icelandic landscape
raw, strange, and like everywhere,
defendedbymoreHallasall thetime.

Singing, dancing—and thinking

Outsize performance:
Natalie Portman in ‘Vox Lux’

Vox Lux
Brady Corbet
AAAAE

Tolkien
Dome Karukoski
AAAEE

Long Shot
Jonathan Levine
AAAEE

Woman at War
Benedikt Erlingsson
AAAAE

FILM

Danny
Leigh

Double life: Halldora Geirharosdottir in ‘Woman atWar’
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STEPHANIE FINDLAY AND
CHATHURI DISSANAYAKE — COLOMBO

Inshaf and Ilham Ibrahim were part of
the Sri Lankan elite. Sons of a spice
tycoon, they were fluent in English, and
Ilham’s copper factory on the outskirts
ofColombowasthriving.

But the two men were living a double
life. On Easter Sunday they were among
the suicide bombers who killed more
than 250 people — a toll reduced from
359 after the health ministry cited con-
fusion in counting body parts — in a
wave of synchronised attacks on
churchesandluxuryhotels.

The attacks have raised difficult ques-
tions about Sri Lanka’s ability to handle
the terrorist threat. Indian intelligence
had warned Colombo of an imminent
attack in a detailed report, which was
followedbyincreasinglyurgentcalls.

But they have again shown how even
the wealthy and prominent can fall prey
to radicalisation. Those involved in the
September 11 2001 attacks in the US
included educated individuals such as
MohamedAtta.

Those who knew the Ibrahim family
are in disbelief. “They were polished,”
said one businessman whose sons
played with the Ibrahims when they
were boys. “They didn’t look as if they
were radical. I can’t imagine that they
woulddosomething likethis.”

Mohammed Ibrahim, their father and
an intimate of senior politicians, is in
custody and his multistorey white villa
is a crime scene after Inshaf’s pregnant
wife detonated explosives, killing her-
self, her two children and police officers
whohadcometosearchthehouse.

“He’s not a guy with a big long beard
who wore his religion on his sleeve,” said
a spice trader who attended a meeting
with Mr Ibrahim less than two weeks
ago. “He started his life as a cook,” said
the trader, explaining that Mr Ibrahim
hadbuilthisbusiness fromscratch.

Sri Lanka remains in a state of emer-
gency and a nationwide night-time cur-
few is in place. Colombo’s streets, lined
with fluttering white mourning ribbons,
are patrolled by the military and police,
as authorities hunt for six more sus-
pects. Hundreds of Muslims have fled
their homes for safety in mosques fear-
ingreprisalattacks.

Alaina Teplitz, the US ambassador to
Sri Lanka, has warned that “the terror-
ist plotting is ongoing” and the FBI and
UK counter-terrorism police are assist-
ingthe investigation.

Defence officials say Zaharan
Hashim, also known as Mohammed
Zaharan, one of the ringleaders of the
National Thowheeth Jama’ath, an
Islamist group, orchestrated the bomb-
ings. Intelligence officials said yesterday
they believed he was one of the bombers
at the Shangri-La hotel and had died in
the attack. Ilham, one of the brothers,
was identified as the second suicide
bomberat theShangri-La.

Hashim, who was known to Indian
intelligence agencies for vitriolic social

media posts, appeared in a video
released by Isis after the attacks, serving
as a reminder of the global threat posed
by the group despite the destruction of
itscaliphate inSyria.

Sri Lankan defence officials have con-
firmed that most of the bombers were
from the country’s prosperous Muslim
community, which accounts for fewer
than 10 per cent of the population but is
prominent among industry leaders in
themajorityBuddhistcountry.

“Those who have means and time,
only they can afford to procure materi-
als for mayhem like this,” said Animesh
Roul, a south Asia counter-terrorism
expert at the Society for the Study of
Peace and Conflict, a think-tank in New
Delhi. “Isis has inspired extremist
groups and individuals in Bangladesh,
India, Sri Lanka and the Maldives. It has
immense influence over the local radi-
calsandwehaveseendevastation.”

Colombo’s response has been mixed.
Security forces have worked to defuse
communal tension and politicians have
called for restraint. Yet mudslinging
continues in parliament as authorities 
refusetoacceptblame.

The rift between Ranil Wickremesin-
ghe, prime minister, and Maithripala
Sirisena, president and defence minis-
ter, following a coup attempt last Octo-
ber, has contributed to a breakdown in
theworkingsof thegovernment.

Hemasiri Fernando, the top defence
ministry official, resigned on Thursday
but was defiant to the end. “I have dis-
seminated the information I received
and carried out my responsibility, how-
ever, certain officials and relevant
departments have not acted accord-
ingly, and as a result we had to face this
terrible tragedy,” he wrote in his resig-
nation letter.

While investigations continue, con-
cerns are being raised about Sri Lanka’s
tourism sector, which accounts for 5 per
cent of the island’s $86.5bn economy.
The US and UK have both issued travel
advisories totheircitizens.

“Before the attack, hotel occupancy
was around 75 per cent, now the occu-
pancyhas comedownto less than10per
cent, and most of those guests are jour-
nalists,” said M Shanthikumar, presi-
dent of Colombo City Tourist Hotel
Association.

“It’s incredible, it’s hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars lost,” Mr Shanthikumar
added. “It will take a long time to forget
thewholething.”

INTERNATIONAL

Double life of
Sri Lankan
tycoon’s sons
stunsnation
Educated, wealthy and successful, two
brothers are being linked to Isis attacks

‘The [family of two
suicide bombers]
were polished.
They didn’t look as
if theywere radical.
I can’t imagine they
would do
something like this’
BUSINESSMAN WHOSE SONS
KNEW TWO OF THE BOMBERS

What they said

‘Isis has inspired
extremists in
Bangladesh, India,
Sri Lanka. It has
immense influence
over the radicals’
ANIMESHROUL
COUNTER-TERRORISMEXPERT

Bomb suspect: Insath
Ibrahim, right, shakes
hands with international
trademinister Sujeewa
Senasinghe in 2016, watched
by his father, Mohammed
Facebook

Soldiers guard amosque during
Friday prayers in Colombo

JAMES SHOTTER — WARSAW

Poland’s ruling Law and Justice party
has rushed through another round of
changes to its contested judicial over-
haul, prompting accusations that it is
trying to staveoff anadverseEuropean
rulingonitsreforms.

Over the past three years, Law and Jus-
tice has passed a series of laws that gave
politicians sweeping powers over the
judiciary. It sparked fears that the rule
of law was being undermined and set
Warsawat loggerheadswithBrussels.

At the heart of the reform was an
overhaul of the Supreme Court. After
the ruling party expanded its member-
ship last year, some candidates who
failed to win seats appealed to the coun-
try’sSupremeAdministrativeCourt.

That court, in turn, asked the Euro-
pean Court of Justice to give an opinion
on aspects of Poland's judicial overhaul,
including contentious changes that
politicised the National Judicial Council,
thebodythatappoints judges.

During a bad-tempered session in the

early hours of yesterday, Law and Jus-
tice deputies forced through a change —
which was not even on the parliamen-
tary agenda on Thursday morning —
that cancels the right of failed Supreme
Court candidates to appeal. It also voids
anyappealsalreadyinprogress.

The opposition accused Law and Jus-
tice of attempting to prevent an unfa-
vourable decision by the ECJ by cancel-
ling the cases that formed the basis of
Poland’s judges’ request foranopinion.

“Why are you doing this? Not because
of the ruling of some tribunal, not
because you want to put something in
order. You’re only doing this because
you want to close the route to the ECJ,”
said Borys Budka, from opposition
partyCivicPlatform,duringadebate.

“You know very well that you are
breaking European law, you know very
well that you don’t have anything in
common with Europe. What you are
introducing in Poland are the standards
of so-called eastern democracies. Putin,
Erdogan and Lukashenko would be
proudofyou.”

Contentious overhaul

Poland rulingparty attacked
after judicial reformrush
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Nightmare: Lupita Nyong’o in ‘Us’

A quintessential middle-
class family sing along to
the car radio as they make
their way to their holiday
home in California. Father

is driving, mother is in the passenger
seat and their two obedient kids are in
the back. A newly bought boat is shown
offnot longafter theyarriveat theirdes-
tination. As with any horror movie,
things begin on a high — life is good for
this nuclear family. It’s a stark contrast
totheir impendingnightmare.

But the set-up for Us, the new movie
from Get Out writer/director Jordan
Peele, has a visible difference from
many that came before it: the happy,
prosperous main characters are all
black. In our new age of “wokeness” this
may not feel like much of a distinction,
but the casting of four actors of colour in
the lead roles of a horror film is a
groundbreaking development. And it
also shows how far we’ve come in the
past80years.

In the 1940s, black people rarely fea-
tured in horror films, and when they did
it was usually as comic relief. “The
depiction of black [people] as helpless
creatures was undoubtedly appealing to
many white Americans,” says the social
andculturalhistorianAnnKordas.Take
King of the Zombies (1941), a film about
an aeroplane that crash-lands on a Car-
ibbean island, leaving the pilot, the pas-
senger and his black servant stranded at
a mansion where the employee repeat-
edly encounters zombies in the kitchen.
Despite his many attempts to warn the
white protagonists about the danger, he
is dismissed as foolish. This kind of
simple-minded, cowardly black man
wasaregular tropeofhorrorat thetime.

By the 1970s, horror movies had pro-
gressed to a new racial extreme, playing
on stereotypes and often casting black
actors in the roles of “pimps and hoes”.
The blaxploitation genre, as it came to
be known, divided viewers into two
camps: those who saw its use of black-
ness as empowering, and those who felt
that it pandered to prejudices. Blacula
(1972), for instance, tells the story of an
18th-century African prince named
Mamuwalde who is turned into a vam-
pire after asking Count Dracula to help
him end the slave trade. He is sealed in a
coffin for almost 200 years until two

interior decorators purchase the item
and unwittingly release Blacula, who
goesonamurderousrampage.

For the film historian Donald Bogle,
Mamuwalde was reduced to the stereo-
type of “a barbaric black, out to raise
havoc”; but Harry M. Benshoff, profes-
sor of media arts at the University of
North Texas, argues that Blacula (who is
eventually somewhat redeemed by his
killing of racist police officers) is “an
agentofblackprideandpower”.

Horror movies have traditionally
been driven primarily by white fears
and fantasies. The premise usually
involves the life of a privileged white
group being disrupted and threatened
by the arrival of some kind of “other”.
Peele’s movie Us develops along these
lines. In this case, the “others” are
zombie-like replicas of the family that
have long existed underground. Peele
namesthesedoubles“TheTethered”.

Historically, even if a black actor
managed to wangle their way into a hor-
ror film as a token best friend or lover of
the white protagonist, they barely ever

made it to the end, giving rise to the cli-
ché that “black characters always die
first”. More recently, however, as horror
films have begun to reflect current
racial and political discourse, black
characters have become increasingly
integral to storylines, and now even fea-
tureas leadprotagonists.

Peele’s debut feature Get Out (2017)
fed off not the supernatural and irra-
tional fears of most “white” horror, but
off very real anxieties that black people
often face in their daily lives and have
done throughout history. At one point,
the protagonist, Chris, played by Daniel
Kaluuya, is auctioned off like a slave by
white liberals; at another he picks at the
cotton stuffing of a chair and puts it in
his ears to avoid being hypnotised by his
tormentors. Meanwhile in Boots Riley’s
Sorry to Bother You, released last year, a
black man changes his voice to “sound
white” in order to progress at work and
in doing so uncovers an elaborate plot
by his white bosses against low-paid
workers. Disturbing, but also not that
far-fetched.

But of all these films, it is Us that
makes perhaps the boldest statement —
by making no explicit statement about
race at all. Here blackness is not integral
to the plot. By placing a black family in a
story that could just as easily have fea-
tured a white one, Peele seems to sug-
gest that people of colour no longer have
to justify their existence as ordinary
middle-class Americans. They can
justbe.

Essentially, horror movies are about
fear,andthatchangesassocietydoes.So
maybe what Us shows is how we have
evolved. In this case, we’re at a place
where being black no longer means
being swept aside or laughed at. Perhaps
now horror will have to find its villains
in “others” who threaten all of us
equally — and that might be the scariest
thingofall.

Horror goesbeyondblack andwhite
JordanPeele’s ‘Us’ is one
of abatchofnewhorror
films that reflect changing
attitudes towards race,
writesPreciousAdesina

J afar Panahi is not allowed to
make films in Iran, but makes
them anyway. Hurrah for him:
four hurrahs to date, to
number by movies completed

since his 2010 conviction for indulging
in “propaganda against the Islamic
Republic”. Panahi is a voice crying in the
patriarchy; 3 Faces is his latest shout of
impassioned patriotism. And his broad-
est-ranging. The film forsakes Tehran
for a landscape-hopping fable about the
quest for a young girl who may have
killedherself.

Panahi and famous-in-Iran screen
star Behnaz Jafari, playing “them-
selves”, motor to the mountainous
north-east (the film-maker’s own birth-
place) to investigate the truth of a sui-
cide video sent by Marziyeh (Marziyeh
Rezaei). An aspiring actress, she killed
herself on camera — or did she stage the
death? — to protest against a family per-
secuting and confining her for her ambi-
tiontobean“entertainer”.

Travelling slowly, the movie reaches
for story matter in all directions. Not
just Marziyeh’s tale, bringing the jour-
ney’s climactic twists and turns; but also
comical, cautionary cameos of daily life,
where the expansive and folkloric — an
old villager chronicling the magic pow-
ers of his circumcised sons’ preserved
foreskins — clash with repressive Islam-
ism. For all the grace and hospitality
(and autograph books!) pressed on the
visitors, the word “entertainer” is spat
out by some locals with a biblical — or
Koranic—fervour.

The Iran-Azerbaijan border scenery
is photogenic but merciless. So are
the people: merciless even to them-
selves. One old lady has prepared
for death by making her home in a

grave. There she lies, with a little fire at
night to keep away snakes. 3 Faces is
Panahi at his best. The holistic vision of
a nation is all at once generous and
embracing, alarming and admonitory,
bleak and beautiful. Truth is delivered
to us by an artist who has suffered it.
Beauty is conjured by an artist who sees
it everywhere, just as he sees the
humanity that lurks, somewhere, how-
ever arduously concealed, even in the
seemingly inhuman.

Actor Willem Dafoe will do anything
for art. But art doesn’t always “do any-
thing” for him. Sometimes it traps him
in wonky, weird-out works, by Lars von
Trier (Antichrist) or Abel Ferrara (4.44
Last Day on Earth), exploiting this hun-
grytrouper’swillingness totroupe.

No wonder he is so good as Van Gogh
inAt Eternity’s Gate. This Vincent is a
striving, anguished soul taken advan-
tage of by the world, the flesh, and the
devil that is artistic creation. Recount-
ing the Arles and Auvers chapters in the
painter’s life, artist-film-maker Julian
Schnabel gives a fierce grace to the land-
scapes and their figures, many (includ-
ing the hero’s) as suffering and attenu-
atedasthetrees.

There have been a lot of Van Gogh
movies, from teeth-gnashing Kirk
Douglas in Lust for Life to Loving Vin-
cent’s tour de force animations via Mar-
tin Scorsese for Kurosawa (Dreams).
New visions need to be fresh. Schnabel
and Dafoe make their Vincent at once
rational and impassioned: debating art
theories with Oscar Isaac’s Gauguin

even while played by nature, life and the
elements as if by an aeolian harp. The
handheld camera weaves and bobs; the
screen is sometimes part-blurry (tears?
mists of mystic unknowing?). The sun-
flowers first appear like desiccated war-
riors in a grey, death-stalked battlefield
of nature. They then are reborn in that
bold,eerie,declarativeyellow.

Even when it stops to talk — a long,
cloisteredduologuebetweenthepainter
and his asylum boss (Mads Mikkelsen)
— the film gives a sense of drama, of per-
ceptions, vital and engaging, at stake. As
in Schnabel’s other portraits of the artist
agonistes (Basquiat, The Diving Bell and
the Butterfly), telling a story takes sec-
ond place to conveying a life, an
impulse,a life-view,apassion.

The eyes have it in Disney’s live-
actionDumbo, directed by Tim Burton.
Danny DeVito, doing the full vaudeville,
rolls comical peepers as the boss and
ringmaster of a rundown touring circus
in the Deep South. Dumbo, the flying
baby pachyderm, dilates his goo-goo
eyes. Michael Keaton and Alan Arkin
sport megalomania-bright pupils and
sly lizard lids respectively, as the venal
impresario planning a circus takeover
and the wrinkly-reptilian millionaire
fundinghim.

Digital enhancement helps, at
least with Dumbo. Team Burton is in

painterly mood. The eyes are the win-
dows in a Norman Rockwellish Advent
calendar, opening up the story’s human-
ity or at least its histrionics. Keaton and
Arkin are best in show, outshining the
merely scenic or merely sentimental
whenever the adorable — did we men-
tion one-armed animal trainer Colin
Farrell and his sugar-sweet kids? —
threatenstooverwhelmtheendurable.

InTheHighwaymen (in cinemas and
on Netflix from Friday), the Bonnie and
Clyde story is told from the pursuers’
angle. Ageing Texas rangers Frank
Hamer (Kevin Costner) and Maney
Gault (Woody Harrelson) were sent to
capture or kill the bank-robbing duo: a
task that took as long as it had to. Hop-
scotching between states, the veteran
gunslingers finally put their faith in a
proverb:“Outlawsalwaysgohome.”

We know how the ambush happened.
We’ve seen Warren Beatty and Faye
Dunaway jerked like rag dolls by bullet-
fire on a Louisiana dirt road. Director
John Lee Hancock doesn’t lag far behind
Arthur Penn for rat-a-tat horror. But the
spectacle that stays with us here is
slower, more sere. It’s that of Costner
and Harrelson playing tortoises to the
hares they pursue; and carrying each a
casement of character, sheeny, quirky
and weathered, worthy of two Old West
relictsgivenamissiontopurify thenew.

Being Frank: The Chris Sievey Story
is the true tale of the comedian, singer
and multi-talent mountebank who cre-
ated — or “was” — Frank Sidebottom.
We know the tale is true, or as true as
we’ll get, because the film was assem-
bled from previously unseen videos,
tapes, artwork and diaries in Sievey’s
home. (Add words of admiration from
fellow northerners John Cooper Clarke,
JohnnyVegasandRossNoble.)

In Frank, Sievey was played by
Michael Fassbender, putting a serio-
comical spin on a split personality and
his alter ego. “Frank” was famous for his
big papier-mâché head with oversized
eyes and brycleemed-look hair, plus
antic performing style somewhere
between Ken Dodd and George Formby
(thoughlouderthanboth).

Steve Sullivan’s documentary
searches engagingly for the “real” Chris.
Working-class and born in Timperley
(now a pilgrimage site with Frank
statue), he drank too much, worked too
much, and sometimes went off-radar.
Hispartners,onedivorcedbeforeSievey
fell ill with what proved to be terminal
cancer, testify to a hyperactive man-
mystery, mysterious to no one more
than to himself. Sullivan’s film is a little
gem of cine-sleuthing: a Citizen Kane
from the outer suburbs, or outer space,
of showbusiness.

Bleak, beautiful
visionof anation

Humanity: Behnaz
Jafari, left, in ‘3 Faces’.
Below left: Willem Dafoe
as Vincent Van Gogh in
‘At Eternity’s Gate’

3 Faces
Jafar Panahi
AAAAA

At Eternity’s Gate
Julian Schnabel
AAAAE

Dumbo
Tim Burton
AAAEE

The Highwaymen
John Lee Hancock
AAAAE

Being Frank:
The Chris Sievey Story
Steve Sullivan
AAAAE

FILM

Nigel
Andrews

Prejudice or
pride?: William
Marshall in
‘Blacula’ (1972)
AIP/Kobal/REX/Shutterstock
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Advertising - Web
Advertising 

Furthermore, ANSA launched a nine-week onine campaign across 4 of their most 
visible platforms, while El País ran 400,000 impressions and the Financial Times 
526,315 impressions of The State of the Union banner in the weeks leading up to the 
conference.

Impressions: 526,315

Impressions: 400,000

Nine-week campaign
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Press
The State of the Union 2019 was well-attended by the press this year too, with roughly 
100 members of the national and local press and 50 members of the international 
press.
There were 144 articles and reports across a broad range of Italian outlets, including:

Internationally, there were 47 articles and reports published some of which were 
featured in: 

The presence of several TV and radio stations was also remarkable, in particular for 
the Spitzenkandidaten debate, with several foreign, national and local broadcasting 
companies present at Villa Salviati such as Euronews, RAI, Mediaset and RTV38.
The Financial Times in particular covered the conference extensively, publishing an 
article on the Spitzenkandidaten debate before the event, and seven articles in total 
which mentioned The State of The Union. Our partnership with them as co-hosts of 
the Spitzenkandidaten debate proved fruitful in boosting awareness and encouraging 
further media coverage of the debate. 
Also popular were the speeches of Klaus Iohannis and Jean-Yves Le Drian. For Le 
Drian, a Francophone press conference was held at Palazzo Vecchio on 3 May, which 
was well attended by the French press, including some journalists travelling from 
Rome on the day just for it. 
For the Italian media, the appearances of political figures such as Enzo Moavero 
Milanesi, Enrico Rossi, Andrea Enria and Giuseppe Conte attracted the most coverage 
by some distance. 
The conference confirmed to be an established and well-recognised event with a 
strong presence of Florence and Tuscany-based outlets, but with also an increasing 
participation of the national and international press, in particular with more and more 
foreign correspondents attending from Rome and Milan.

Press
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Social Media
As in previous years, the majority of the conference’s social media activitie were through the @EUISoU 
Twitter account. This account was the most active from the earliest point, and we primarily directed 
stake holders’ wanting to engage with us here. 

Other accounts, such as the EUI Instagram account (@europeanuniversityinstitute) and EUI Facebook 
account (European University Institute) were activated in the final weeks before the conference to 
optimise its reach. 

The EUI Twitter account (@EuropeanUni) was utilised to direct attention towards the @EUISoU 
Twitter by retweeting and posting tweets encouraging people to follow the account.  All accounts were 
constantly promoting the conference and the live-streaming of the Spitzenkandidaten debate, which 
proved to be very effective. 

Through paid campaigns on Twitter and Facebook, this year’s impact on these platforms was further 
enhanced. Facebook advertising was highly effective, greatly increasing the page and event views. 
Twitter advertising equally generated a higher level of engagement.

An innovation this year was the production of social media posters promoting the relevant hashtags 
and handles and encouraging people to interact with our social media visible at all conference venues. 
These posters were animated and displayed on screens in between sessions, including the live-stream, 
and were included in the press packs. 

Social Media
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Website
This year The State of the Union website was further enhanced in comparison to 
previous years and used as a valuable tool to spread the word about the conference, 
as demonstrated by the impressive figures below.

11,598 Views
2nd May

16,000 Views
Programme page

3,500 - 4,500 Views
Open day, Spitzenkandidaten and 

Festival d’Europa pages

98,074 Views
(1 March - 14 May)

66%
than in 2017/18   

Website
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PARTICIPATION

SOU2019 Attendees - Nationalities and Gender
SOU2019 Attendees - Sectors Represented
Attendees comparison 2016-2019
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The State of the Union attracted an impressive group of attendees from 6 of the 
7 continents in the world. This led not only to an increase in reach in terms of 
nationalities represented, but also an improvement on the gender balance of 
partcipants compared to 2018.

SOU2019 Attendees - Nationalities and Gender

Africa
9

Europe
35

43% Female
(40 % in 2018)

60 nationalities in total
(54 in 2018)

All EU member state 
countries represented

* # of nationalities

57% Male
(60 % in 2018)

Asia
9

Australia
2

South America
3

North 
America

2
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The State of the Union attracted a wide variety of representatives from academia, the 
world of policy making, civil society, the press, the private sector and politicians.

Attendees  2019

SOU2019 Attendees - Sectors Represented 

2 May - Villa Salviati

3 May - Palazzo Vecchio

Academic Institution 
32%

Association/Foundation/Cultural 
Institution

2%

Civil Society/Think Tank
3%

Diplomatic Representation
9%EU/International 

Institution
12%

National Institution
6%

Private, Company, Bank
6%

National Press
15%

International Press
9%

Other 
6%

Academic Institution (of 
which 115 from EUI 

Community)
35%

Association/Foundation/Cultural 
Institution 2%

Civil Society/Think Tank
3%

Diplomatic Representation
11%

EU/International 
Institution

9%

National Institution
5%

Private, Company, Bank
12%

National Press
6%

International Press
4%

Other 
13%
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Attendees comparison

The trend of sectors represented remains relatively solid, though this year we did well 
to attract a more diverse audience in terms of those coming from the private sector. 

2016 2017

2018 2019
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As the concluding day of The State of the Union 2019 and in the framework of 
the Festival d’Europa, Villa Salviati once again opened its doors to the public to 
showcase the Historical Archives of the European Union and put on activities for 
all. The programme of the Open Day celebrated Europe and its diversity, which is 
both a symbol and objective of the EU, through exhibitions, guided tours, circus 
performances, popular dances, food tastings and concerts.The event continues to be 
a great success as evidenced by the upward trend of visitors over the years.

Through promotional materials, the Open Day was advertised with 5 billboards 
(6x3m) and 70 posters (70x100cm) visible around Florence, as well as the distribution 
of 3200 brochures and 224 posters to local schools.

The EUI thanks all of the Open Day partners. 

2016 
2,800

Attendees
2017

2,100
2018

4,000
2019

4,900
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Partners
The State of the Union was coordinated by the SOU Secretariat based within the 
Communications Service and received the support of the entire EUI, in particular the 
Historical Archives of the European Union and the Real Estate and Facilities Service. 
The State of the Union would not be possible without help of our partners, of which 
there were very many for this edition, both long-standing and new. We are very 
grateful to each and every one of them:

Under the patronage of

With the contribution of

Technical Partner

Supporting Partners

The EC supports the EUI through the EU budget The EC supports the EUI through the EU budget

In collaboration with

Knowledge Partners
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This year, the 5th edition of the Festival d’Europa took place in Florence, from 1 to 10 
of May 2019, and was promoted by the European University Institute in collaboration 
with Regione Toscana, Comune di Firenze and Città Metropolitana di Firenze. A 
novel feature of this year’s edition was the fact that it was directly organised by the EUI 
in the context of The State of the Union 2019 and around the conference’s theme “21st 
Century Democracy in Europe”. Coordinating the Festival allowed the EUI to improve 
the work undertaken in 2018 to offer a wider array of theme-related side events. Over 
the 10-day period, the Festival d’Europa included a total of 34 events and welcomed 
around 14,000 participants.

In particular, a greater presence of events dedicated to the dialogue between institutions 
and citizens was observed, many of which promoted interactive debates and opted 
for roundtable formats with registrations open to the public. During the Festival, some 
of the most important buildings in Florence echoed the EU’s framing of inclusion and 
democratic participation as integral, core values of our shared future.

With a total of 34, this year’s edition of The State of the Union experienced a steep 
increase in the number of events orbiting around the conference as part of the Festival 
d’Europa, when compared to the 2018 edition, which included 10 side events.
 
Similarly, this year there was a twentyfold increase in the number of participants from 
the 2018 edition of The State of the Union’s side events, totalling more than 14,000 
compared to 700. Being centrally coordinated, both the Festival d’Europa and The 
State of the Union benefited from the mutual visibility.

The full videos of those events live-streamed were uploaded and a photo gallery 
highlighting some of the Festival’s key moments are available on the website.
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Events
The Festival d’Europa inlcuded 21 “Debating Democracy” events and 13 “Cultural, 
Leisure and Art” events.

A Dream Called Europe
ANSA and Fondazione Palazzo Strozzi
2000 participants
Cortile di Palazzo Strozzi, Piazza Strozzi 1, Florence

1 - 9 May

2 May

EU - Africa relations and future challenges: Closing the 
gap between rhetoric and reality?
University of Florence
100 participants
Building D 15, room 004, University of Florence, Polo di 
Novoli, Piazza Ugi di Toscana 5, Florence

Launch of the Voting Advice Application ‘euandi2019’
Robert Schuman Centre for Advanced Studies, EUI
510 participants
Sala del Camino, Villa Salviati, Florence

For an ever more democratic European Union
HAEU Educational Programme and Città 
Metropolitana di Firenze
67 participants
Sala Alcide de Gasperi, Villa Salviati, Florence

Space and democracy
HAEU and European Space Agency
51 participants
Sala Alcide de Gasperi, Villa Salviati, Florence

Non-majoritarian institutions under political pressure
EUI, Max Weber Programme
4 participants
Seminar Room 2, Badia Fiesolana, EUI, Florence

Towards a circular economy: European ambitions and 
local contributions to improve the lives of citizens
Tuscany Region
101 participants
Presidency, Palazzo Guadagni Strozzi Sacrati, Sala 
Pegaso, Piazza Duomo 10, Florence

Quale genere di democrazia? Un dialogo sulle diversità
EUI, Engaged Academics and EuropeDirect
50 participants
Sala Ketty La Rocca, Le Murate Progetti Arte 
Contemporanea, Florence

Exploring democracy in the 21st century from the 
perspective of the past: Can the liberty of the ancients 
be combined with the liberty of the moderns?
EUI, Max Weber Programme
15 participants
Seminar Room 2, Badia Fiesolana, EUI, Florence

Punching above its weight? European Parliament’s 
diplomacy in support of democracy in the EU’s Eastern 
Neighbourhood since 2014
Directorate General for External Policies, European 
Parliament and RSCAS, EUI
20 participants
Emeroteca, Badia Fiesolana, EUI, Florence

How should education approach the European project 
in a rapidly changing world? - 30 years of Jean Monnet 
Activities
Directorate General EAC, European Commission and 
the EUI
70 participants
Refettorio, Badia Fiesolana, EUI, Florence

Trust in the single market? The case of the EU emissions 
trading
FSR Climate, RSCAS, EUI and European Association 
of Environmental and Resource Economists (EAERE)
40 participants
Sala Europa, Villa Schifanoia, EUI, via Boccaccio 121, 
Florence

Il Futuro della democrazia

Fondazione Ernesto Balducci
60 participants
Emeroteca, Badia Fiesolana, EUI, Florence
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Events
The Festival d’Europa inlcuded 21 “Debating Democracy” events and 13 “Cultural, 
Leisure and Art” events.

40 Years of European Parliament Direct Elections - Exhibition
Historical Archives of the European Union
200 participants
Cortile di Michelozzo, Palazzo Vecchio, Piazza della Signoria, Florence

La Fura dels Baus - Free Bach 212
Fabbrica Europa
700 participants
Stazione Leopolda, Viale Fratelli Rosselli 5, Florence

Three Priorities for EU Climate Action in the Coming Five Years - Online Debate

School of Transnational Governance (STG) and Florence School of Regulation (FSR), EUI
60 participants
Online

Illiberal challenges to the future of the political union
Institute of Human Sciences (IWM), Vienna
40 participants
Sala di Lorenzo il Magnifico, Palazzo Vecchio, Florence

Stavolta Voto! L’Europa, non solo un esempio di globalizzazione riuscita, ma un baluardo di pace, rispetto dei valori e diritti 
democratici - Citizens Dialogue on Human Rights
Tuscany Region
67 participants
Presidency, Palazzo Guadagni Strozzi Sacrati, Sala Pegaso, Piazza Duomo 10 - Florence

5 May

3 May

Wim Vandekeybus / Ultima Vez - TrapTown
Fabbrica Europa
700 participants
Teatro della Pergola, Via della Pergola 12/32, Florence

4 May

Open Day at Villa Salviati
Historical Archives of the European Union
4900 participants
Villa Salviati, EUI, Florence

Microcosm and macrocosm: the legacy of Leonardo in the children’s hospital

Meyer Children’s Hospital, Meyer Foundation, European Children’s Hospitals Organisation (ECHO), Carano 4 Children
60 participants
Sala Luca Giordano, Palazzo Medici Riccardi, Florence
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Events
The Festival d’Europa inlcuded 21 “Debating Democracy” events and 13 “Cultural, 
Leisure and Art” events.

7 May

8 May

Little Fun Palace
Fabbrica Europa and EUI Engaged Academics
75 participants
PARC Performing Arts Research Centre, Piazzale delle Cascine 4/5/7, Florence

Erasmus4ever and Erasmus4Future - Infopoint
Erasmus+ National Agencies INDIRE, INAPP and ANG
700 participants
Piazza della Repubblica, Florence

Mindfulness for Digital Era 4.0
TLEX and The Student Hotel
50 participants
The Student Hotel Lavagnini, Via Spartaco Lavagnini 70-72, Florence

Erasmus4ever and Erasmus4Future - Erasmus Ambassadors for a Day
Erasmus+ INDIRE, Agence Erasmus+ France Education & Formation and University of Florence
1200 participants
Universities, schools and institutions and Piazza della Repubblica, Florence

Back to University with EC
University of Florence
25 participants
Aula Magna, Plesso Didattico Morgagni, University of Florence

Erasmus4ever and Erasmus4Future – Concert by Erasmus+
Erasmus+ INDIRE
300 participants
Chiesa di Santo Stefano al Ponte, Piazza Santo Stefano 5, Florence

6 May
Territorial Processes and Community Participation: the Democratic Lesson  of the European Landscape Convention
University of Florence
50 participants
Sala Rossa, Villa Ruspoli, Piazza Indipendenza 9, Florence

“A Scuola d’Europa - Piccoli Ambasciatori: Confronto e Gioco” - PON sulla Cittadinanza Europea
Istituto Comprensivo Statale Ghiberti
50 participants
Sala Luca Giordano, Palazzo Medici Ricardi, Florence
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Events
The Festival d’Europa inlcuded 21 “Debating Democracy” events and 13 “Cultural, 
Leisure and Art” events.

9 May

10May

United in diversity – Erasmus4ever and Erasmus4Future - Conference
Erasmus+ Italian National Agencies INDIRE, INAPP and ANG and Agence Erasmus+ France Education & Formation
320 participants
Salone dei Cinquecento, Palazzo Vecchio, Piazza della Signoria, Florence

Michel Portal and Théo Ceccaldi – Concert
Fabbrica Europa
120 participants
Teatro della Pergola, Via della Pergola 12/32, Florence

The Role and Powers of the European Parliament in the Legal Perspective: Representativeness and Principle of Democracy
University of Florence
120 participants
Villa Ruspoli, Piazza Indipendenza 9, Florence

Global March for Human Rights
Tuscany Region and Oxfam Italia Intercultura
700 participants
From Piazza d’Azeglio to Piazza Santa Croce, Florence

9 - 10 May
Notte Blu
Europe Direct Firenze and Fondazione Sistema Toscana
350 participants
Complesso delle Murate, Florence
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Stefano 
Manservisi

 Director-General, 
DG DEVCO, 

European 
Commission

Martina Lubyová

Minister for 
Education, Slovakia

Lorenzo 
Fioramonti

 Vice Minister, 
Italian Ministry 
of Education, 

Universities and 
Research

Pietro Ducci

 Director General 
for External 

Policies of the 
Union and Director 

for Democracy 
Support, European 

Parliament

Jan Wörner

 Director General, 
European Space 

Agency

Speakers

David-Maria 
Sassoli

Vice-President 
of the European 

Parliament

Enrico Rossi

 President of 
Tuscany Region 
and Member of 
the European 

Committee of the 
Regions

Emma Bonino

 Member of 
Italian Senate, 

former European 
Commissioner

Alberto Zanobini

 CEO, Meyer 
Children’s Hospital 

and President, 
European 

Children’s Hospitals 
Organisation 

(ECHO)

Luigi Dei

 Chancellor, 
University of 

Florence

The events of the Festival d’Europa 2019 involved around 150 speakers representing 
many different sectors, geographical locations, age and gender. Amongst the many 
speakers, Florence was delighted to welcome some prominent institutional represent-
atives, including the following:  
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The Festival d’Europa had an extensive communication plan consisting of promotional 
materials including 5 billboards (6x3m), 70 adverts (70x100cm) and 160 posters 
(A3) visible around Florence at tourist hot-spots, institutional venues, all of our 
partners’ HQs, Universities and public spaces.

Communication

Press

Articles (on the web)
95

Tv/Radio
40

Newspapers
41

The Festival d’Europa attracted a high level of media attention, from a variety of 
news outlets. ranging from articles online and in print, to TV and radio reports. In 
terms of online coverage, with respect to the number of activities organised. there 
was an increase of in the ratio of articles published per event, with 2.8 for 2019  as 
opposed to 1.6 for 2017. 
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The organisation of the Festival d’Europa would not have been possible without the 
contribution of our partners. This year’s edition of the Festival d’Europa saw a stark 
increase in partners taking part with a total of 37 compared to 12 in 2015 and 17 in 
2017:

Partners
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